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2017  BEST SELLING ILLUSTRATOR 60+ Original Floral Inspired Designs + 10 BONUS IMAGES!

Digital Copy Included *Upon Request Here:

www.facebook.com/groups/Nathanielwakecoloringbooks/  Desert & Water Gardens * Beautiful

Mosaics * Florals & Birds * Bona Fide Floral Swirls  One Original Illustration Per Page Each image

is printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through  VIDEO PREVIEW LINK BELOW!

CHECK IT OUT! .com/author/body_mind_spirit_nathanielwake You donâ€™t need to be a

world-class designer to bring to life a natural wonder. Now you can design, color, and paint your

herbaceous world however you choose in Botanical Bonanza, a stunning new addition to Nathaniel

Wake's adult coloring book world. Youâ€™re the lead designer on an array of brilliantly crafted

garden-scapes, mosaic patterns and blossomy settings. You choose the palette and fill your world

with color and light! With 60+ unique designs, the wonder of nature is yours to behold, shape, and

bring to life. Hours of coloring fun is waiting for you inside. So no matter if youâ€™re an expert, a

beginner, or just looking for a fun way to relax and unwind, these stunning designs are perfect for

you. So what are you waiting for? Bring the world around you to life and design the botanical retreat

of your dreams. Grab your copy of Botanical Bonanza today!
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What an awesome book! First off these are original designs! They are single sided with a black

underside which helps with bleedthroughs. This is NOT a thin book by any means. It is a good 1/4"



thick book! this is an artist you need to make sure you follow as all his books are very well done!

Love the details in this book! He even gives you pages from his other books at the end of the book.

What a variety of designs in this book! Garden scenes, Desert scenes, Koi ponds, Stained glass,

Mosaic... if you like variety you will love this book. All designs are printed one per page with the

reverse side black to help with bleed through. The pages are not perforated but the design does not

go all the way into the spine so there is plenty of room to cut the page out if you desire to do that.

The paper is medium weight and takes color well. Use a backing sheet if using markers to add extra

protection to the next design. My book has 56 botanical designs plus 10 previews of other books,

great value for the price! Some of the designs are repeated, one with white background the other

with black. Not all designs are like this and I do like the ones with black background or made into a

night scene (pic of one). One of the best things I like about this book (and his other ones too) is that

the designs are ORIGINAL! Can't wait for more from this artist!

Another excellent book from artist Nathaniel Wake. 50 original designs on a variety of nature

themes. This book is packed! At the beginning there are some duplicates, but only because the first

one features a white background and the second version features a black background. So choose

to color a day or night scene! (Be sure to add some twinkly stars on the black background.) The

images range from stylized flowers, foliage, cacti, koi in a pond, birds, and even a few mandala-like

designs. Detail ranges from very fine to larger areas.The images are on one side of the page only,

and the back of each page is black. Does that prevent bleed-through? Well, I used markers and did

not put a sheet of paper behind my work and there was no bleed through onto the next page. So

there you go. ;-)While the pages are not perforated, each design ends well before the spine so you

can cut or tear out a page to hang or frame. The paper is thin to medium, but again, that black back

page seems to prevent markers from seeping through. At the back of the book Wake features

designs from the other coloring books he has for sale. I recommend ALL of them simply because

the artwork is topnotch and there is really something for everyone in his books

Another awesome book! This book has so many different levels of coloring, ranging from simple to

hard with intricate details. I also like how many images have a "day" and "night" with black in the

background. These pages also all have a black backpage to reduce bleeding through the pages. I

have used gel pens and colored pencils in this book with no issues. This book (as others by

Nathaniel Wake) include free bonus images in the page which I think is awesome! There are



flowers, reptiles, mandalas, Mehndis and other amazing nature pieces in this book. The images are

amazing.

I love this book.. it has beautiful pictures.. I am enjoying coloring the pictures.. I am including a

couple of the pictures I have colored.

This book has so much variety that I think it's perfect for anyone that enjoys coloring. There are

some double pictures offering you the choice of a black or white background which is awesome.

Some pictures are more advanced than others and some have smaller spaces which is perfect for

fine liners, gel pens and markers. I'm extremely happy with mine and would especially recommend it

if you are looking for a book that offers variety (60+pages!!!)

This book has a very varied range of images to appeal to lots of people. Water garden, home

gardens, water & even desert gardens! Some images come with day and night versions (black

backgrounds on the night images. Also includes some mendhi inspired images to round out the

assortment. The images all have a black backside & are single sided.Book also includes several

sneak peek images from his other books. Looking forward to seeing what he comes out with next!

Fabulous Book! I'm so glad I stumbled across this artist on Instagram he's amazing. I am trying to

own his whole collection. I get so excited with every book there is such a creative range of pictures

to color. I love the day and night copy makes the picture look so diff it's fun to put them side by side.

This book is beautiful you also cannot go wrong with the price other books this size which is huge

are twice as much. Ty for another awesome book Nathaniel Wake you rock!!!!
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